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Problems and Goals E i i l M d lProblems and Goals
In Switzerland, the annual external costs caused by CO2 emissions and air

Empirical Model

Following the model specifications used in previous studies and taking into
t th il bilit d lit f d t il bl th S ipollution are estimated to be more than five billion Swiss francs. A large

proportion of the overall CO2 emissions in Switzerland arise from road
traffic especially passenger cars In order to inform car purchasers of the

account the availability and quality of data available on the Swiss car
market the following semi‐log hedonic price model is specified:

traffic, especially passenger cars. In order to inform car purchasers of the
CO2 emissions and fuel economy of the passenger cars, the Swiss
government introduced a mandatory fuel efficiency label in 2003. The
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label classifies cars in seven energy efficiency categories, A to G.

By using these efficiency categories, it is possible to examine how
where t is the time index, i the index for a car unit, P is the price of a
vehicle in Swiss Francs (CHF), LABEL is a vector of dummies for the

improvements in energy efficiency are displayed in the car prices. In our
analysis we estimate the price premium paid for the most energy‐
ffi i t l b l i th S i k t i th h d i i t h i

( ),
efficiency categories with category G as the reference, PS is the horse
power, AUT is a dummy which is equal to 1 if the car has an automatic

hift d th i CLASS i t f d i bl f thefficient labels in the Swiss car market using the hedonic price technique. gearshift and zero otherwise, CLASS is a vector of dummy variables for the
car class (like compact car, cabriolet, SUV etc.) with micro car as the
reference, FUEL is a vector of dummy variables for the fuel type (hybrid,

Data

The data used were taken from the car list of the Touring Club of Switzerland

, y yp ( y ,
diesel, flex‐fuel, ethanol) with gasoline as the reference, δ is a time dummy
variable and ɛ is the error term.

The data used were taken from the car list of the Touring Club of Switzerland
(TCS) over the period 2003 to 2011. In these lists all cars which were
approved (homologated) in Switzerland in the last two years are listed, which Estimation Results (Cross‐Section Model)
turns out to be around 5.000 cars per list. The preliminary OLS estimation results obtained by using data for 2011 are

reported in the following table. Generally, the coefficients have the
t d i d t ti ti ll i ifi tHedonic Price Model

The Hedonic Price Method (HPM) belongs to the group of revealed

expected signs and are statistically significant.

Variable Coefficient Standard Error
preference approaches which can be used for the valuation of a change in
environmental quality by analyzing the impact of different energy efficiency
standard and therefore different level of CO emissions on car prices HPM

Variable Coefficient Standard Error
A 0.1390*** 0.0173
B 0.0923*** 0.0158

C 0 1185*** 0 0153standard and, therefore, different level of CO2 emissions, on car prices. HPM
is an indirect method, where the basic idea is that a car’s price reflects the
value of its attributes to the consumer. Of course, the marginal willingness to

C 0.1185*** 0.0153
D 0.0916*** 0.0151
E 0.0735*** 0.0154

pay (or price premium) for the attributes represented by energy efficiency
labels reflects the willingness to pay for the public good of reducing emissions
gives as well as the reduction on the operating transport cost due to the

F 0.0139 0.0184
Horse Power 0.0045*** 0.0001
Automatic 0.0922*** 0.0051gives as well as the reduction on the operating transport cost due to the

reduction of fuel consumption.
Cabriole/Roadster 0.5175*** 0.0175
Compact Car 0.0144 0.0141
Middleclass 0 3279*** 0 0140

Energy Label

This Swiss energy label classifies the cars in seven energy efficiency

Middleclass 0.3279 0.0140
Minivan 0.2266*** 0.0145
Higher Middleclass 0.4572*** 0.0157
SUV 0 3398*** 0 0155This Swiss energy label classifies the cars in seven energy efficiency

categories, A to G. It gives information on the level of the average fuel
consumption in liter per 100 km and the CO2 emissions in grams per

SUV 0.3398*** 0.0155
Lower Middleclass 0.2148*** 0.0139
Hybrid 0.1946*** 0.0327p p 2 g p

kilometer. The efficiency categories are calculated by a combination of
relative fuel efficiency (fuel consumption per curb weight) and absolute fuel
efficiency (fuel consumption) Therefore this label system should also

Diesel 0.1472*** 0.0066
E85 0.1578*** 0.0301
Gas 0.1578 0.1147efficiency (fuel consumption). Therefore, this label system should also

promote a reduction of the so called energy efficiency gap, i.e. a situation
where investments in energy efficient cars that are economically worthwhile

FlexFuel 0.0905*** 0.0172
Constant 9.4393*** 0.0226
Observations 4’985gy y

are not undertaken.
Observations 4 985
R2 0.8711

Conclusion

The preliminary results show positive coefficients of the category A to EWaste

GHG Emissions in Switzerland (2010)

The preliminary results show positive coefficients of the category A to E
which signify that fuel efficient cars are more expensive than inefficient
cars while prices of cars in category F are not significantly different of
i f i h b h i i ffi i f h
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prices of cars in the base category G. The positive coefficients of the car
classes show that bigger and more comfortable cars are (intuitively) more
expensive than micro cars.
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